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Since the introduction of a family of cost-based distances
between spike trains by Victor and Purpura [1,2], spike
train distances are widely used to study the precision of
the temporal coding of neurons (see [3] for a review).
Subsequently, other distances that act on convoluted
spike trains have been proposed [4,5]. All of these dis-
tances involve the choice of a parameter determining the
time scale at which the spike trains are compared. In gen-
eral, the extent of the stimulus-specific clustering manifest
in the distances between spike trains of a neuron firing in
response to a set of trials of different stimuli is used to
quantify the mutual information between the stimuli and
the spike trains in dependence of the respective parame-
ter. The time scale for which the maximum mutual infor-
mation is obtained serves as an indicator about the
precision of the temporal coding.
Here we discuss limitations of the use of spike train dis-
tances as well as principal shortcomings of the mutual
information maximization procedure for the study of
neural coding. The implementation of this whole proce-
dure relies on some initial implicit assumptions about the
actual neural code: the single neuron is assumed as the
coding unit, the stimuli are conjectured to be the ones
encoded by this neuron and the existence of an optimum
temporal precision is taken for granted. However, since
the calculation of the spike train distances and the maxi-
mization of mutual information are always possible and
will always provide an optimal time scale even if these
assumptions are incompatible with the actual code, naïve
applications can lead to wrong conclusions.
To demonstrate the dangers of such implicit assumptions,
we simulate examples in which the relation between stim-
uli and spike trains is known and study the performance
of the techniques recovering the actual coding when the
assumptions above are not justifiable. In particular, we
consider the non-existence of a unique time scale simulat-
ing spike trains with bimodal or non-stationary firing
rates. For this case we also compare the use of the time
scale parametric distances with a scale adaptive distance
[6]. Furthermore we show that misinterpretations can be
caused by concluding a precision for a temporal code
from neurons which in fact participate in a population
coding. We also show that false conclusions can be drawn
due to an incorrect identification of the stimulus relevant
for the neural code.
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